Title word cross-reference

(100) [Tho84]. 1.0 − μ [Gro89]. $\mathbf{1.50}$ [Dav37]. 1/2 [Hei71]. 180° [EFKS96]. $\mathbf{23.00}$ [Dys05]. $\mathbf{25.00}$ [Dys05]. $\mathbf{4.75}$ [Ble57]. 5 × 1 [Yuh92]. $\mathbf{7.00}$ [Bat72]. + [SSWB80a, SAD81]. ^10 [LMC97]. ^12 [RR95]. 14 [RR95]. ^16 [RR95]. 32 [RRKH94]. 4 [MDJF83, ZB74]. ° [Mon66]. 0.18 [WVH+99]. 0.25 [TJRS03]. 0.47 [GRS+91]. 0.53 [GRS+91]. 0.75 [TJRS03]. 0.82 [WVH+99]. 1 [KKK′+99]. 1−x [KKK′+99, PAF+98, Win94]. 1.7 [WVD+96]. 1.8 [LFA+04]. 2 [CSN+00, DMV+96, IFSI94, Ish83, NJS+03, NFM+07, OAHN98, LFA+04, REJ68, THO84, YKH+84]. 3 [Cat93, HGM+94, IFSI94, KKK′+99, OAHN98, RSdS+89, WZS+91]. 4 [WZS+91, YKH+84]. 5 [ESRDV84]. x [KKK′+99, PAF+98, Win94]. α [YKH+84]. α [FEE77, GM09, GF10, GR12, HEI68, LMC97, OAHN98, RTO05a, RTO05c, RTO05k, RTO05n, RTO05m, RTO06a, RTO06b, RTO06c, RTO06d, RTO06e, RTO06f, RTO07g, RTO07h, RTO07j, RG08d, RG08e, RG08f, RTO08d, RTO08e, RTO09b, RTO09e, RTO09a, RTO09b, RTO09a,
Rut09f, RR09d, RG10, Rut10f, Rut10g, Rut11i, Rut11j, RN13, RR13a, RR14, Rut19b, Rut19e, Rut19f, Rut19h, RC21a, Rut21e, RC22, Rut23m, Rut23n, Rut23o, Rut24l, RC25, RC27, Rut27l, Rut27a, Rut27b, Rut27c, Rut27d, Rut27h, RWL31a, RWL31b, Rut31d, Rut31f, RLB33, RWLB33, RK34, Rut66b, Rut66a, Rut10a, Rut12, WR31, vdB07]. $\approx 2$ [KSKF93].

$\beta$ [Hei68, Mos12a, MR14, Rut05n, Rut11i, Rut11j, Rut12b, Rut12c, Rut12e, Rut12h, RR13f, Rut14k, RRR14, Rut14h, Rut66b, Rut12].

c $\gamma$ [IOI +11].

csc $\theta/2$ [Ram75].

$c$ [Cha12, CK33, MM12, MR14, Rut04f, RB05c, Rut12b, Rut12c, Rut12h, RR13b, RdCENdCA13, RR13e, Rut14k, RdCENdCA14b, RRR14, RdCENdCA14a, Rut14i, Rut14g, Rut14h, Rut14f, Rut31d, RE31, Rut31c, RB32, Rut33i].

$k$ [Bar85].

$m$ [IOI +11].

$n$ [Wuy91].

$p$ [Yuh92].

$p_3$ [Ram75].

$\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ [Yuh92].

$Z$ [MDJF83].


-Rays [Cha12, Rut10f, RE31, Rut66b, CK33, Rut27l, Rut27h, Rut33i]. -Si [YKH +84]. -Strahlen [Rut06i, Rut31c]. -Teilchen [RG09b, Rut31c, vdB07]. -Teilchens [Rut07g, Rut08c, Rut08d, RG09a].

/Cu [LFA +04]. /Fe [KSKF93]. /Si [NJS +03].

0-300-01465-1 [Bro86]. 0-340-23805-4 [Stu85]. 0-473-05700-X [Ced00].

0-85274-759-4 [Stu85]. 0-85274-761-6 [Stu85].

1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium [NOH +10]. 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium [OHN +09]. 100-letiju [Kap73]. 100th [Kap73, Sch13]. 105s [Bur64]. 107 [Wil74].

12.50 [Sin81]. 128 [Szy85]. 12th [Rut36h, Rut26f]. 14 [Rut31b].


20.00 [Bro86]. 20th [Bre97]. 22 [Bad67, Bad85b, CCJ +34]. 2nd [Rut33h].

4-vinylpyridine [HW92]. 40 [RRKH94]. 41 [Hwa83]. '45 [Ree06]. 4H [ZWJ +02].
6H [KIS+89]. 6H-SiC [KIS+89]. 6th [LRdB+23].

7059 [DJBW83].

A. [Rut05]. Abbey [Ano37a, Ano37j]. ABC [Wen53]. Aberdeen [Ano20b]. ablation [KKK+99]. Ablenkbarkeit [RG02a]. Ablenkung [Rut03b]. above [Ano38b, vBD89]. absorbed [Rut03b, Rut03f]. absorbierbaren [Rut03b]. Absorption [Cha12, Rut97a, Rut06a]. Abstract [Ano09a, Bau73a, Eld85, Nor79, Rut96a, Sar79, Tho84, HFD+99]. Absurd [Ano33a]. Academic [Rut34h]. Academician [Ano66a, Kap66b]. Academy [WH72]. Accelerator [DYF67, Wil74]. Accepts [Ano07]. Accomplished [Rut37b, Ano08a]. Account [Sod02, Sod03]. accounts [Sha87a]. Accurate [JBS12, OKR35b, SN05, SWZ+05]. Achieved [Ano22]. actinide [BSS88]. Actinium [Ano06, Bol06, Rut88, RH06a, Rut06m, Rut07g, RR13b, Rut29g]. Actino [Hol30]. Actino-uranium [Hol30]. Action [Nia98, Rut00a, Rut09f, Rut00c, Rut00f, RR08d, Rut10g]. Active [HS89, Rut05b, Rut05p, Rut05f, Rut12f, Rut13i, MF11, Rut00g, Rut00h, Rut01c, Rut02b, RS02i, RS02i, RS02i, RS02i, RS02i, RC19, Rut04, Rut07a, TMO+95]. Actuels [Rut05c]. Adam [Stu85]. Additional [Rut12c]. additionelle [Rut12c]. Additions [CDE+31a]. Address [Rut09i, Rut23p, Rut27e, Rut27j, Rut28a, Rut29j, Rut29k, Rut30a, Rut30h, Rut31a, Rut31e, RCE+32, RSA+34b, RSA+34a, Rut09e, Rut23s, Ano38b, Rut28g]. addresses [Ano20b]. Advanced [Ear66]. Advancement [Rut23p]. Advances [Rut08g, Sod03, Rut09d, Rut09f]. AES [Fow83]. affected [Tab97]. After [Ano37i, Bla50, Lan37, Ano37c, Coc46, DMPA08]. Ag [REJ86]. Age [Ano22, Bad68, Rut88, Rut085, EMR07, JR13, Lew02, NL00, Rut29g, Sic11, Tip13]. Ages [Hol30, Cam79]. ago [Sea88, Sic11]. Agricultural [Ano38b]. Aires [Pye78]. Akademische [Mos13b]. aker [Rut21d]. Aktinium [Rut07g]. Al [IFS94, OaHNM98, PAF+98, PCK+08, TF89, TMJ+99, ZWJ+02]. Al-implanted [ZWJ+02]. Al/GaAs [TF89]. Al/GaAs [Dys05]. Albert [Kle10]. Alchemist [Ano19, Geo38]. Alchemy [Bad68, Cam14, Dav37, Rut37a, Rut37b, Rez38, Rut38b, RA45, Rut14, Dav37]. Alchimiste [Geo38]. alchymie [Rut38b]. al'fa [Rut24, Car98]. al'fa-chasticy [Rez24]. Alfred [Mon66]. AlGaAs [KG91]. AlGaN [WYV+99]. alhimija [Rez38]. alkali [STB+01]. alkaline [HS39]. alkémia [RA45]. alkyl [NOH+10]. Allen [Bur64]. Allibone [Sei86, Stu85, Sen87, Tre75a]. Alloy [OaHNM98, TJR303]. alloys [BBR80]. AlN [LCL+04]. Alpha [Ano08a, Ano22, Mar61, Ano00a, Nia98, OH64, Roe95, Rut06k, Rut08a, RW16, Rut23k, RC24a, Rut24j, Rut26b, Rut26c, Rut26d, Rut26e, RWW30, Tre76b, Wlen53, Car98, Fea79, Leo05, Rez24, Rit92, RR09c, Rut12a, Rut16d, Tre74b, Tre74b]. alpha-particle [Fea79].
Alpha-Rays [RWWW30]. Alpha-Teilchen [Tre74b]. Also [Ano37j].
alternative [Lon03]. alumina [GR89]. aluminized [BP93]. Aluminum
[Bau73a, And90, Bau73b, HV84, SER$^+01$]. alumnae [Mor84]. Alumni
[RSWE27]. Amateur [Har01]. American [WH72, Bad05, Gri09]. among
[Gri09, Wil83b]. amorphous [ATS86, REJ86]. Amount [Rut03a].
Amplitude [Mar72, Rut16e]. Analogy [Gre07, Lor88, SC13]. Analysen
[MMKS$^+80$]. Analyses [Mon66, Sen87, TGDS99, Wil83b]. Analysis
[And90, Bra61, FLP$^+89$, Hwa82, HHK87, LHB$^+09$, MD69, MB90, RWWW30,
RWL31a, RWL31b, RL33, RWLB33, TGDS99, WVCW76, BJW97, BCM13,
BP93, Bra98, CGL$^+94$, Cat93, CCR$^+03$, DMV$^+96$, HV84, HHAMS93,
KLL$^+90$, KohM94, LKNG14, LGF$^+99$, Man82, MBS$^+04$, MMKS$^+80$, Par96,
Phi83, PMCF$^+06$, RMM$^+01$, STA90, SHA90, Sha87b, SN05,
STB$^+01$, Sin93, Wuy91, ZWJ$^+02$, Hwa83, RR13b, RR13e]. analytical
[WM88]. anatomy [Sie11]. Ancestry [Ano06]. Anchor [Opp64]. Andrade
[Aro65b, Opp64]. angle [DHS97, Kru75, Man77, WZS$^+91$, vBD89]. angles
[GM13]. Angular [RR95]. Animals [RMM$^+29$]. anion [BB92].
Anmerkung [Rut05j]. annealing [BJW97, Bha82, CYM$^+03$, DJBW83,
GHCA91, LxW99, Lu87, MBS$^+04$, Sad81]. annihilation
[APN06, CYM$^+03$, FTT96, vDK89]. Anniversaries [Bar71, Kis82].
Anniversary [Ano12a, Rut27e, Rut27j, Rut28a, Rut28g, Rut29j, Rut29k,
Rut30a, Rut30h, Rut31a, Rut31e, Sch13, Kap73, Rut12a, VRWB12].
Annotated [Kay63]. Annular [RWLB33]. anodic
[Sha87b, TF89]. anodized [Eld85]. Anomalous [Rut19b, Rut10a]. antecedents
[Fra05]. Anticipating [Gus12]. Anxiété [dB70]. anxiety [dB70]. Apart
[Ano32b]. Apparatus [BR16, Ear66, LEM65, Mar61, SEBO86, Ter38, Wil74, Mar61].
appeal [Rut34m]. Appl [Hwa83]. Application
[CLZ99, KT84, DJA$^+04$, DBvdV87, Rut36a]. Applications
[Her84, Moo78, Rut96b, Rut97b, RC12b, RMM$^+13$, RC12a, Rut32a].
Applied [Wer23, Ano23b]. applying [FY$^+99$, IFSI94]. appreciation
[Har01]. Approximation [Dec03]. April [LRdB$^+23$]. APS [Ano10].
Arbeit [Rut05j]. Arbeiten [Hou30]. arc [Rut36a]. archives [Car98].
archivi [Car98]. argon [BVI88, GR89, Sku89]. argon-bombarded [BVI88].
arranged [NP38, NP40]. Arthur
[dr92, Coh88, Coh91, Coh92, Fos49]. Artificial
[GLR06, GLR12, GT95, Rut22a, Rut22b, Rut22c, RC24b, Rut24k, RC29,
Rez25, RC21b, Rut24m, Rut33b, Rez23]. Arts [WH72]. Ascent
[Bro73a]. Aspect [Ell60]. Aspects [Rut07f, Rut27g, Bur13a]. Assembly
[EFKS96]. assessment [Mor75]. Assistance [Rut34h]. Assistant
[Kay63]. Association [Rut09e, Rut23p, Ano20a, Ano33b, Ano33c, RSWE27].
Aston [Dow08]. Astrophysics [Rig79]. asymmetries [CBZ$^+12$].
Atmosphäre [RA02a]. Atmosphere
[RA02b, RCW$^+26$, RA02a, Rut02a, Rut26i, Rut26j, Rut26k, Rut26l]. Atom
[dCA56, dCA58, Ano08a, Ano15, Ano23b, Ano32a, Ano32b, Ano32c, Ano33a,
Ano33b, Ano33d, Ano37i, Ano60, Ano09a, Bir57, Bl65, BM66, Ful13, Gar81,
Gea62, Her72, Hug90, Kae11, KH23, Lau37, Mon66, Nia98, Pod10b, RN04, Rut09b, Rut09c, Rut09g, Rut11j, Rut13h, Rut14b, Rut14c, Rut24i, Rut34i, Sch13, Sil71, Sno58, Stu78, Tho08a, Tho08b, Til96, TGMR74, Vil05, Wer23, AH13, dCENdCA64, Ano37d, Bre83, Bro73b, Cat04, Fei11, Gar62, HRM79, HA84, Hei68, Hei81, Hei67, Her77, How58, McK62, Moo74, Pol60, Rez21, Rom97, Row55, Row57, Rut11i, Rut14e, Rut24d, Rut27l, Rut33f, Rut12, Shi72, Sod20, Sod22, Sod04, Tre77b, dCAH64, Rut66c, Sei86, Stu85, Aro65b, Dys05, Opp64, Sen87, Tre76a.

Atom-Model [Wer23].

Atom-Powered [Ano33a].

Atom-Smasher [Ano37i, Lau37].

Atom-Theorie [Rut09b, Rut09c].

atomic [Ano06, Boh63, Bur18, Dar56b, F.33, Gam29a, Jen11, Kow53, Kra12, Mon66, Mos14a, OaHNM98, Pei97b, PBFt83, Ree06, LFA+04, Rus56a, Rut09k, Rut19a, Rut23a, Rut23b, Rut23c, Rut23e, Rut23f, Rut23g, Rut23h, Rut23i, Rut23j, Rut25a, Rut25g, Rut26f, Rut27a, Rut27b, Rut27c, Rut27d, RAC+29, Rut30b, Rut30c, Rut30d, Rut30e, Rut32a, RCE+32, Rut33a, Rut35d, Rut37g, Rut70, Rutxx, Sie11, Sod49, Tre75c, Ano23b, Ball13, Boh87, Cat12, CK33, CCJ+34, Dar56a, Gam28, Gam29b, Har38, Hon30, IFSI94, LHNG14, Paec15b, Par96, Pol60, Rez29, Res22, Rut25f, RC25, Rut26b, Rut26c, Rut26d, Rut26e, Rut33i, Rut33j, Rut36f, Rut36h, Sod13, Tab07, Mot63, Rez28, Rut09b, Rut09c].

atomique [Mon66].

atomiques [CCJ+34].

atomism [Rut09d].

Atomic [ERM95].

atomkerns [Gam28].

atomkutatas [RA45].

Atommodell [Pol60].

atomnogo [Rez29, Rez32].

Atommy [Rez28].

Atomphysik [Har38].

Atoms [Ano32b, Cho01, Elf14, Pol60, Rut02f, Rut14a, Rut15i, Rut16b, Rut19a, Rut19e, Rut19f, Rut19g, Rut19h, Rut20a, Rut20g, Rut20e, Rut20f, Rut21e, Tho08a, Tre75d, Ano33c, Hei03, Rot74, Rut10a, Rut10b, Rut14d, Rut15g, Rut15h, Rut19b, Rut21d, Rut21f, Rut25d, Rut25e, Rut27h, Rut10a, vdB13, LRdB+23, Bad04a].

Atomskerns [Hon30].

Atomtheorie [Rut36f].

Atomzertrümmerung [Gam29b].

Atommomodel [Bur18].

Attainment [Mos13a].

August [Nav06].

Award [Ano08b, Ano09a, Ano36a, Ano46a].

autobiography [Hah67b].

Authoritative [Kae39].

Avogadro [Lee98, Mur01, Stu00].

azide [WVCW76].

B [Hay63, Ihd64, Raz63, Rut14g, Rut14f, Rut28b, Sec65, Tre75b, Tre76a, LMC97, MM12, RR13d, RR13f, RdCENdCA14b, RdCENdCA14a, RW25].

Back [Bau73a, Rut30f, Rut32c].

Background [Cro74c, NP38, NP40, Ree15b].
backscatter [KKGW85, Sim82]. Backscattering

[CLZ99, ERM95, EMVK90, MKM+07, JBS12, LHB+09, LGA+06, NOSK08, OaHNM98, LFA+04, SHCK96, ATS86, AAPN06, And90, Bar85, BJW97, BKP+06, Bau73b, BSS88, Bha82, BP93, Bra98, BPSW91, BVI88, Bur86, CGL+94, Cat93, CFMO12, CMM+03, CCR+03, Cle81, CSN+00, Con82, CCR85, CBZ+12, DJA+04, DGC07, DMV+96, DHS97, DJBW83, Eld85, EFK96, ESRDV84, FGM+00, Fow83, FLP+89, FTT96, FIY+99, GHCA91, GR89, GC00, Gro89, GR+91, HV84, HHAMS93, HKH96, HNS+11, Her84, HKM+09, HW92, HMG+94, Hwa82, Hwa83, IYT+09, IFSI94, Ish83, IOI+11, KB93, KKK+99, KohM94, KBV+07, KSKF93, KIS+89, KY11, Kot91, KG91, LHNG14, LRF86, LDLM91, Lia80, LMC97, LxW99, Lu87, LCL+04, MDJF83, MB90, Man82, MCJK90, MBS+04, MMKS+80, NJS+03, NMSK13, Nor79, NJS+03, OH+99, Oeh86, OHN+09, Par96].

backscattering-ion [HKH96]. backscattering/channeling [LCL+04, Phi83, TJRS03, WVH+99, WYV+99, WCZ+02].


Colleagues [Kle10]. Collected
[Ano64, Aro65a, Aro66, Bur64, Cha14a, Cha14b, Cha14c, Coc63, RC63,
RC65, Seg62, Seg64, Seg66, Ano66e, Cha65, RC62]. Collection
[Ter38, RCO+54, Rut15d]. College [Rut37a, Rut14, Cla06]. Collider [Gui12].
Collision [Ano22, Rut19b, Rut21e, Rut10a, Rut19e, Rut19f, Rut19g, Rut19h].
Collisions [Rut19a]. Combination [Dav71a, MD69, FLP+89, WM88].
Commission [CDE+31a, CDE+31b, CDE+31c]. Committee [NP38, NP40].
compact [DJA+04]. Company [Dav37]. comparative [RC12a].
compared [TGDS99]. Comparison [RC12a]. concepts [Lon03]
Concerning [Gor55, HS39]. concrete [Lor88]. condensation [RS02d, RS02e, RS03a, Rut09j].
conducting [MCJK90, Rut01e]. Conduction [Rut99, Tho03, Tho06, TT33, TT69]. conductive [Rön58, Rut00d].
Conference [Bir61, Fre12, Hay63, Raz63, Rut11a, Rut13c, Rut13d].
conferences [WH72, Wel90]. Cong [Rut05c]. Congress
[Str11, Ano38b, Rut38c]. connections [Cla13]. Connexion [Rut14k, Rut14i].
conseil [CCJ+34, LRdB+23]. Consensus [Jen00]. consequences [Pae15a].
Conservation [Ano32b]. Considérations [Hei34, Hei34]. Constant
[Mur01]. Constants
[CDE+31a, CDE+31b, CDE+31c, Rut14l, HKM+09, HW92, Rut14j].
Constituents [Tre71a]. Constitution
[Ano15, FR33, Gam30, Rut20g, Rut20h, Rut15m, Rut15n, vdB13]. Contact [GRS87, Kot91]. contacts [Gro89, Man82, Wuy91].
contemporanea [Seg76]. contemporary [Seg76]. continued [RB06a].
Contest [Ano99]. continued [dR92]. continuity [Oli84]. Contributing
[Hon03]. contribution [DMPA08]. contributions [ Cla13, FH60].
Controversy [Jen00, Rut06g]. Convention [RSWE27]. conversion
[Rut11h]. convincing [Ram75]. Coolidge [RB15, RBR15, Rut17]. copper
[HV84, HHAMS93, PNFO88, RKL88]. copper-aluminum [HV84]. Corning
[DJBW83]. Corrections [CDE+31a, Poo52]. Correlation
[Wil83b, Win94, Bur86]. Correlations [SCP+91]. Correspondence
[Jen85, Tre77a, Bad74]. CoSi [DMV+96, Ish83]. Cosmical [Rut07f].
Cosmos [Ano32a]. Coulomb [Mar72, RR95]. Council [Rut34h]. counter
[Kor12]. counters [Lew79]. Counting [RG08a, RG08e, RG08c, RG09b].
Countries [Zim69a, Zim69b]. course [Man76]. cow [ESWW82]. Crazy


detectors [Lew79]. Determination
[DHS97, JBS12, OKR35b, Rot74, Wan96, Cat93, CSN+00, ESRDV84,
Rut09k, Rut15d, SWZ+05, Sim82, Tho84, Wil83b]. determined
[PBFT83, PFNO88], deuteron [Stu86a]. Devant [dB70]. Developer
[RKL88], Developer-induced [RKL88]. Developing [Zim69a, Zim69b].
Development [All64, Bra61, GRS87, Kae39, TCZY97, Tre71b, Fra05, Har38,
Rut36b, Rut36i, Rut37c]. Developments [Boh61]. Deviable [RG02b].
deviation [Rut03f]. devices [CBZ+12]. Devons [Hug08, Kay63]. Dfl
[Bat72]. Diagnosed [MKM+07]. diagnostic [HFD+99, RFF+01, YHS97].
diagnostics [DBvdV87, SML91]. diaphragm [Rut16e]. dichroic [RMM+13].
dictionary [DG99]. did [Bat72, Jen11]. didn’t [Jar08]. Died [Ano19, Fle57].
Dies [Ano37i, Lau37]. diferentes [dAMxx]. dierence [Rut04b, Rut05b].
Dierences [RT09]. Dierent [Elf14, BP93, dAMxx, RBR15, SSWB80a].
diadvancement [BBR80, CYM+03, CCR85, DHS97, HV84, KKK+99,
PAF+98, SDD+08, WVH+99, WYV+99, Yuh92]. diffuse [GM09]. Diffusion
[HKM+09, SER+01, MBS+04, TMJ+99]. Dimensional [BCM13].
dimensions [Bar83]. Dinner [Ano09a]. dioxide [LRF86]. Dirac
[Lak96, Sch58]. Direct [Cat93]. Direction
[BR16, Coo63, Aro66, Rut01e, Rut01f, Rut01a, Rut08e]. Discharges
[Coo13, Rut98, Rut01f, Rut01a, Rut08e]. Discovered [Ano19]. Discoverer
[MM03, RCRC04]. discoveries [Pae15a, Seg76, Seg80a]. Discovering
[Ano09, Tem89]. Discovery
[Ano31a, Ano32c, Ano00b, Ano06, Dar66b, FW67, Gen95, Gra64,
GLR06, GLR12, GT95, HHK87, Mal71, Mon66, Rog13, Rom64, Rut66b,
Bad83, Car98, Cla13, Dar56a, DMPA08, FW85, GA71]. discrete [Sad81].
discursive [dAMxx]. discursivos [dAMxx]. Discussion
[Gam29a, GRR+31, Rut14d, RCW+26, RAC+29, RMM+29, RCE+32,
RSA+34b, RSA+34a, Rut70, Rad13, Rut03g]. discussions
[CCJ+34, LRdB+23]. Disintegration [Ano23b, CW32, Rut04m, RC21a,
Rut22a, Rut22b, Rut22c, Rut22d, RC24b, Rut24k, Rut25a, RC29, Sod04,
Tre71b, Tre71a, Rut04a, RC21b, RC22, Rut24m, Rut34g]. Diskussija
[Rez29, Rez32]. dispersive [Bar85, Sku89]. Distinction [Ano23b].
Distinctions [Ano66d, O’S71, O’S72], distorted [Wie78]. distortion
[WCZ+02, ZCS+12]. distortions [Cle81]. Distribution
[LAG+06, Rut06b, LCL+04, Rot74, RG10, TGP11, Wil83b, Rut06b, Rut06n].
distributions [RR95]. Divergence [Mar72]. dnja [Kap73]. Do
[Rut10a, Rut10b]. doctorate [Lüd13]. document [Lüd13]. documentary
[Cam14, GA71]. Does [Rut04c, Rut04d, ZB74, MDJF83]. Dominion
[Ano38a]. Doomsday [Ano05]. Dopant [MCJK90]. Doped
[MKM+07, Lu87]. double [Sad81]. doubts [Ano23b]. d’ouvrages
[Mon66, Sen87]. Down [Ano33b]. Dr. [Ano09c, Ano22, Ano32b]. Drafting
[Ano94, Stu94]. drug [Mor75]. duality [NM12]. d’uranium [RB06a]. durch
BR11a, BR11c, Lüd13, RR12]. durchdringende [Rut02c]. During
Dutch
[Bur18].
Dyson
[Sch58].

E. [Aro65b, Rad13]. Each [Ano32b]. Early [Adl97, Bai13, Her72, KT88, Kra11, Lew79, Nav06, Rut24c, Tre71b, Kau86, Kra13, Rut32b]. earth
[BS88, Eva96, HS39, Bad68, EMR07, Lew02, RC30, Rut05l, Rut29g, Rut88]. earthquakes [Cam14]. easily [Rut03b, Rut03f]. easily-absorbed [Rut03b].


ed [Stu79b]. Effect [RB03a, RB03b, RB04a, Rut04e, RP07, Rut19a, Rut29i, Cla13, GHCA91, RB04c, RB05c, RR13c, Rut10a]. Effects
[ERM95, OHR34a, OHR34b, Rut12f, RB04b, vIS89]. Efficiency [RB15].

Efforts [Kae36]. Ehrendoktorwürde [Lüd13]. Ehrenfest [Kle10, Pia24].

Eigenschaften [Rut05j, Rut06i]. Einfluss [Rut01b]. einige [Rut06i].

Einstein [Sno68, Sno69, Bou99, Bru79, HW96, Kle10, Sha87a]. Elastic
[VW^+99, DY68, RRRK94, RR95, SHAI09]. Electric
[Rut06c, Rut25g, Rönn85, Rut01e, Rut03b, Rut36a]. Electrical
[Rut96b, Rut97b, Rut99, RG08a, Rut23l, Rut23r, Rut23q, RCW^+26, Rut26a, Rut96a, Rut00d, RG08c, RG09b, Rut23s, Rut24a, Rut24b, Rut25i].

Electricity
[Rut01f, Rut01a, Rut08e, Rut20b, Rut20c, Rut20d, Rut21a, Rut21b, Rut21c, Rut22e, Rut22f, Rut22p, Rut25b, Th03, Th06, TT33, TT69, Whe04, TR96].

Electrification [Rut97a, Rut98]. electrique [RG08c]. electrodynamics
[Sch58]. electroless [Man82, PNFO88]. Electromagnetic
[Rut35f, Rut35g, Rut35h, Rut35i].

Electron
[Cha64, Coo13, FGM^+00, Fow83, Rut19d, Rut21h, WMT01, BKP^+06, Bra98, BPSE91, Bur86, CGL^+94, CSN^+00, GR89, Gro89, HBA77, Ish83, Kot91, LHNG14, Lu87, MB90, Phi83, PMCF^+06, Rei79, SSBW80b, SSBW80a, Sad81, SBE06, Sin93, Stu83, WW07, Wil83b, Wuy91, Yuh92, vdK89].

Electronic [KT84]. Electronics [McG84]. Electrons
[Ano23, Rut23k, WR31, LRdB^+23, Rut10a, Rut10b, Rut24l, Pia24, LRdB^+23]. Electrostatic
[ESWG82]. Electrotechnical [Ano12b]. elektrische
[Rut03b, RG09b, Rut24a, Rut24b]. Elektronen [Rut10a, Rut10b].

Element
[Rut22g, Ber07]. elemental [IYT^+09, LGF^+99, PBH83]. Elementary
[Boa07, Cam97, KH23, Sod04, Wic65, Rut34g]. Elemente [Rut04a, vdB07].

Elements
[Ano22, Ano33b, Ano37i, EC13, Fow72, HHHK87, Jaf71, Jaf72, Lau37, Mos13c, Mos14b, OR33, ORK35a, Rut91, RC21a, Rut22a, Rut22b, Rut22c, Rut22d, RC24a, RC24b, Rut42k, Rut42b, Rut42h, Rut43f, Sar27, SL90, Eva06, Kra13, Rez23, Rez25, Rut04m, Rut04a, Rut15m, Rut15n, Rut16c, RC21b, RC22, Rut24m, Rut33h, Rut33d, Rut33e, Rut33g, Rut37f, Sea88, Seg80b, We80d, vdB07, vdB13].

Elephant [Mac97]. Elettrica
[MSB^+37]. Ellipsometric [BVI88]. ellipsometry
[BKP^+06, CSN^+00, SPL^+08, TGDS99]. Ellis [Poo52, Sch31]. Ellyard
[Sei86]. Elsevier [Bat72]. Emanation
[Rut03a, RB03a, RB03b, Rut04g, Rut04h, Rut04o, Rut08i, RR08b, Rut09a,
RT09, RB32, RS02j, RS02i, RS02k, RS02l, RR08d, RR08a, RR08h, RR09j, RR12, RR13c, RR07, RR08a.

Emanationen [Rut01b]. Emanations [Rut01c, Rut06a, Rut01b, RS02d, RS02e, RS03a, RG11]. emergence [Pol60]. Emanations [Rut01c, Rut06a, RG08c]. emissions [RR07]. Emanationen [Rut01b]. Emanations [Rut01c, Rut06a, RG08c]. emissions [RR07]. Emanationen [Rut01b]. Emanations [Rut01c, Rut06a, RG08c]. emissions [RR07]. Emanationen [Rut01b]. Emanations [Rut01c, Rut06a, RG08c]. emissions [RR07]. Emanationen [Rut01b]. Emanations [Rut01c, Rut06a, RG08c]. emissions [RR07]. Emanationen [Rut01b]. Emanations [Rut01c, Rut06a, RG08c]. emissions [RR07].
Rut29i, VV09, Bis90, DBE+85, DY68, GW73, Hau82, LSN+09, Lor88.

Experimental [Hon03, Ano37d, Bur13b, Sod02]. Experimentalists [Gee14a]. Experimentalvorlesungen [Sod02]. Experimentelle [Mos13b]. Experiments [Ano08a, Ano19, BELG68, Gee14a, Gee14b, OR33, Rut15b, RC24b, Flo70, Pae15a, RSDS+89, Sha87a, Tre74a, Rut02e, Rut08h]. Expert [Ano08a]. Explain [Ano32b]. exploded [Ano33d]. Exploding [Rut15i, Rut16b, Rut15g, Rut15h]. Explore [vG95]. Exploring [vG95].


Fall [Hah67a]. fallout [Pre05]. Famous [Ano37i, Ano37d, Gra88, Lau37, Gra72, MB+85]. Faraday [Rut36h, Ano37d, Ano38b, Fea72]. Farrar [Dys05]. fatal [Har05]. Father [Anoxxa, Tre75a, Jen08]. Favor [Ano23b]. Fe [GRS+91]. Fe-implanted [GRS+91]. feather [Ron58]. features [Rut05].

Field [Ano37i, Lau37, RWLB33, HFD+99, RFF+01, Rut01e]. Fields [Rut27g, Rut30f, HBA77]. fifth [Rut33h]. Fifty [Sea88, Wel90]. filament [DJA+04]. filament-driven [DJA+04]. Film [dCAH64, CCR85, HV84, HGM+94, SCP+91, Sim82, SDD+08]. Films [Bau73a, JBS12, KEJ87, LH+09, LGA+06, SHCK96, And90, Bau73b, Bur86, Cat03, DHS97, DJBW83, FGM+00, FLY+99, GR89, IFSI94, Ish83, KKK+99, LHCN14, PBB+88, Phil83, Rei79, Reu81, SER+01, SCP+91, TMJ+99, TGP11, Wan96, WVCW76, YKH+84]. Fine [Rut15a]. First [Kay63, RC04, RCR05, Cat12, HBA77, RCF+54, Str11]. first- [HBA77].


Folkestone [Sin81, Stu79b]. FONTANUS [dR92]. Force [OaHMN98, IFSI94, LHCN14, Par96, Reo8, RC25, Tab97]. Forces [Bri65].

Foreword [Ano50, Gri09, Rut65a, Rut65b]. Formation [HS89, AAPN06, DMV+96, Par96]. Formerly [Mon66]. Formula [Dem03, Gor55, BB80, Kru75, MDJF83, Man77, ZB74]. Fortschritte [Rut09d]. Forty [Rut38a, Rutxx]. Forward [SHCK96, LGF+99]. Foster [Ano38b]. Found [Ano22, Kra14a]. Foundation [Ano12a, Rut12a, VRWB12, Wel90]. Foundations [Bey49, NL00]. Founder
Boh61. four [Kis82]. Fourier [TGDS99]. Fragments [HS89, Sch33].
francaise [Mon66]. Franck [Gea14a, Gea14b]. Frederick
[Ano09b, Asi64, Coh97, Far63b, Fle57, Fre79, Gus12, How58, Jen85, Kau86,
Ken63, Mer96, Pan57, Pan64, Rus56b, Rus61, TG36, Wil64, Wil69]. free
[Fow82, Sod02]. freien [Sod02]. French [RB06a, RG08b, RR09a, BR11b,
CCJ+34, Geo38, Hei34, LRD+B+23, Rtu05c, Rtu05g, Rtu06b, RR06a, RR07,
Rtu07h, RR08c, RR08a, Rtu12b, RC12a, Rtu12c, dB70]. Frequency
[Mos13c, Mos14b, Rtu94, Rtu5, Rtu29a, Cat93, RBR15, Rtu28c]. Freed
[Fow83, Sod02]. French [RB06a, RG08b, RR09a, BR11b,
CCJ+34, Geo38, Hei34, LRD+B+23, Rtu05c, Rtu05g, Rtu06b, RR06a, RR07,
Rtu07h, RR08c, RR08a, Rtu12b, RC12a, Rtu12c, dB70]. Frequency
[Mos13c, Mos14b, Rtu94, Rtu5, Rtu29a, Cat93, RBR15, Rtu28c]. Freud
[Bru79]. Friends [Kle10]. frontier [Ree08]. Frontispiece [Rut30f, Rut32c].
Frost [Sno67, Sno68]. Frohzeit [Rut32b]. Full [Ano19]. Fun [dCENdCA58].
fundamental [Bey49]. funds [Rut34m]. Funeral [Ano37e, Ano37j].
Furnace [Cho01]. Further [MSB+37, RC24b].
[HHAMS93, NFM+07]. GeV [Wil74]. Giant [Gen95, McK62]. Giants [MD67]. Giroux [Dys05]. Giuseppe [Bel82]. given [Rut15e]. Giving [Ano32a]. glancing [WZS+91]. Glasgow [Sod02]. Glass [Rut09f, DJBW83, Rut10g]. glasses [STB+91]. Glimpsing [Cat12]. global [Ree15a]. glorious [How58]. glow [Jor16]. Glowing [Rut01f, Rut01a, Rut08e]. goal [Ano19]. Goettingen [Rut31b]. Gold [Gre07, HHAMS93, LHNG14, Man82]. golf [Man76]. good [Bat72]. Göttingen [Lüd13, Smee97b]. Goudsmit [Lak96]. grandes [Mon66]. Graphite [ERM95, ESRDV84]. Gravitation [RC19]. Great [Ano37c, Cro01, HT81, Mos12b, Rut33b, Sha87a, Bat72, Bre97, Gri09, Wei70]. Greater [Pye78]. Greatest [Ano32c, Foc37, Focxx, Ano37d]. grosser [Rut31d, Rut31c]. Group [Dys05, Rut12e, Cat04]. Groups [RWWW30]. grown [KIS+89, ZCS+12]. Growth [OaHNM98, Zim69a, Zim69b, DGC07, FGM+00, HV84, HGM+94, KSKF93, SDD+08, YKH+84]. growth-mode [KSKF93]. GsSb [Sar79]. Guest [Ano9a]. Guthrie [Rut26f]. Guy [Sei86]. Gwyn [Hei08, Ole81, Rut14]. Gwynette [Ged16, Mor84, RCRC92, RC04, RCRC05]. Hartcup [Sei86, Sen87, Stu85]. Haven [Bro86, Hei71, Szy85]. Hawking [Cro01]. headquarters [Br13]. Heat [Rut05l, RR12]. Heating [RB03a, RB03b, RB04a, Rut04e, RB04b, RB05c, RR13c]. heavily [Lu87]. Heavy [OKR33, OHR34a, OHR34b, Rut33c, RK34, RSA+34b, RSA+34a, Rut33f, RHCA91, RRKH94, RR95, Rut37e, Rut37f]. heavy-ion [RHCA91, RR95]. Heilbron [Bad04a]. Heisenberg [Lak96, Sch58, Bre97]. Held [Bro86, Tre75b, CJC+34, LRdB+23, Sod72]. Helium [Ano08a, Ano32b, BR11a, BR11c, Rut03a, BR09, Rut31f, Rut37d, Rut66a, BR11d, BR11b, BVI88, KY11, Rot74, RC27, BR11b]. helium-ion [RZ188]. helium [Rut07, Rut27g, Rut28c, Rut29a, Bha82, CFMO12, DGC07, FLP+89, HNS+11, KB93, NJS+03, NFM+07, NOH+10, NMSK13, OHN+09, RR95, Rut24e, Rut24f, Rut24g, Rut24h, TCZY97, Ano37i, Lau37]. High-Energy [EMVK90, RR95]. High-Frequency [Ano32c, Mos14b, Rut94, Rut5]. High-Resolution [NOSK08, HGM+94, IYT+09, CFMO12, DGC07, HNS+11, NJS+03].
NFM$^{+07}$, NOH$^{+10}$, NMSK13, OHN$^{+09}$. high-temperature [FLP$^{+89}$].

Hilger [Stu85]. Him [Ano09a, Ano38b, RCO$^{+54}$]. Hiroshima [Pre05].


Hodder [Stu85]. Home [Ano09c]. Hon [dCA37, Boh37, Bra37, Cha37, Coh40, Eve37, Eve39, Eve13, Smi37, Sod37, Swa40, Tho37a, Tho37b, dB32].

Honorary [Lüd13]. Honors [Ano10]. honour [Ano37k]. honoured [Ano09b]. Honours [Ano66d, O'S71, O'S72].

Horse [Dow08]. Horvath [Gri09]. Hotel [Wel90]. Houston [Wel90]. Human [Boh63, Dys05, SMJ35a, SMJ35b, Boh87].

hundred [Ano95, DMPA08, Mor74]. Hungarian [RA45]. hydrated [Wan96].

Hydrogen [ERM95, OKR33, OHR34a, OHR34b, Rut19f, Rut21e, Rut29i, RK34, RSA$^{-34b}$, RSA$^{-34a}$, Rut37d, TIl96, BVI88, Eid48, HKH96, Lak96, Rut33c, Rut34j, Rut34a, Rut34b, Rut34c, Rut34d, Rut34l, Ano32b, Rut19e]. hydrogen- [BVI88]. hypothesis [Stu83].

Ideas [Kae36, Bre97, HT10]. Identification [Rut22g]. identity [Tem89]. ih [Rez28]. ihre [Mec14, Rut13b, Rut13g].

II [Aro65a, RS02b, Rut11h, dR92, Bad05, Coh89, KLL$^{+90}$, LSK$^{+88}$, Mor84, Mos14b, Oli66b, RO99, RS02b, RS02f, RS02c, RS02i, Rut04h, Rut06f, Rut08i, Rut09h, Rut11h, Rut19f, Rut20c, Rut21b, Rut22k, Rut26c, Rut26j, Rut27b, Rut28e, Rut29c, Rut30c, Rut35g].


Immense [Ano23b]. Immersion [KT84]. implantation [BP591, PAF$^{+98}$]. implanted [BP591, Bha82, CFMO12, FT96, GR8$^{+91}$, KBB$^{+05}$, KG91, Rot74, SSWBS8a, Sad81, TJRS03, WCGC86, Whi82, ZWJ$^{+02}$]. Implications [Ang00, Nia98, RN04, NM12]. Importance [Bad71, Ble99]. Improvement [HNS$^{+11}$]. Improvements [BR16]. InAs [Sar79]. inaugurated [Sie11]. incidence [Wan96]. incident [BP93]. incomplete [Pye78]. incorporation [KB93]. India [Ano38b]. Indian [Rut38c]. Induced [Bau73a, GLR06, Bau73b, CBZ$^{+12}$, RKL88, RA02a]. Industrial [All64]. inelastic [Fow83]. Infecting [RMM$^{+29}$]. Influence [Kae39, SG85, SLA$^{+00}$, DMV$^{+96}$, Rut01b]. infrared [Sin93, TGDS99]. InGaN [PPA$^{+02}$]. InGaN/GaN [PPA$^{+02}$]. initial [DGC07, HV84]. injustice [CSW96]. Inner [Ree06]. InP [Phi83]. Inscribing [Dea03].
institut [CCJ+34]. Institute [CCJ+34, WH72, EC13, Rut13e]. Institution [Rut36h]. Int [Rut05c]. integrated [Gro89]. Intense [Rut27g, Rut30i, FLK92, LSK+88, SML91, YHS97]. intensité [Rut06b].

Intensity [Rut06b, Rut06a]. Interaction [CK33, Rut33i], intercalation [ESRDV94]. Interdiffusion [IFSI94, FIY+99]. interdiffusions [SCP+91].

Interest [Bar71]. Interface [KSKF93, PCK+08, ATS86, HV84, IOI+11, NJS+03]. interaction [Rut05c, Rut27g]. intercalation [ESRDV94]. Interdiusion [IFSI94, FIY+99]. interdiusions [SCP+91].

Interest [Bar71]. Interface [KSKF93, PCK+08, ATS86, HV84, IOI+11, NJS+03]. interaction [Rut05c, Rut27g]. intercalation [ESRDV94]. Interdiusion [IFSI94, FIY+99]. interdiusions [SCP+91].

Interest [Bar71]. Interface [KSKF93, PCK+08, ATS86, HV84, IOI+11, NJS+03]. interaction [Rut05c, Rut27g]. intercalation [ESRDV94]. Interdiusion [IFSI94, FIY+99]. interdiusions [SCP+91].

Interest [Bar71]. Interface [KSKF93, PCK+08, ATS86, HV84, IOI+11, NJS+03]. interaction [Rut05c, Rut27g]. intercalation [ESRDV94]. Interdiusion [IFSI94, FIY+99]. interdiusions [SCP+91].

M [Lov76, Mon66, Pia24, Whe04, Gro89]. M. [Coh40]. M.A [How58]. m.b.H [Mos13b]. MacDonald [Eve06]. Macmillan [Dav37]. Madame [Rut34f]. Made [Ano19, Ano32b, Cli87, Mer96]. Madison [RFF+01]. Magic [Cho01]. Magnetic [Mur13, Rut96b, Rut97b, Rut06c, Rut27g, Rut30i, RLB33, RLB33, HZ15, KL1+00, LSK+88, Rut96a, Rut03b, Rut03f, Rut95, RG02a, Sh02]. magnetische [Rut03b, RG02a]. Magnetization [Rut5, Rut94]. magnetron [Cat93]. magnitudes [Rut09k]. make [Mil95]. Makes [Ano08a]. Making [Ano19, CAN88, Dea03, Cam14, Ano32c]. Man [Ano32a, Bro73a, Eva39a, Eva39b, Kae39, Oli72b, Rut24i, Bat72, Fei91, Lew92, Moo66, Sch57]. Manchester [Ano64, Bir61, Bur64, Har07, Hay63, Raz63, Seg64, dCA68, Ano07, Ano08b, Ano08f, Ano99a, Ano12b, Bir62, Bir63, Fea62b, Geo61,
[Gei38b, Hug08, Rus51, RC63, Ano64, Ihd64, See65, Aro65a]. Manhattan
[Ree15a]. Many [Kae36, Sch58]. mapping [NL00]. Marchal [Bro62]. Maria
[DMPA08]. Marie [Gri09, Pre05, Rut35j, SG85]. Mario
[Si81, Stu79b, Whe80]. Mark [Bat72, Tre73], Marking [Cat12]. Marsden
[dCA68, TGMR74]. Mass
[Gam30, RH06a, Rut37d, BPSW91, Cle81, CSN +00, Eid48, Gro89, NMSK13, Reu81, Rut06m, Rut07g, RR13a, RR14, Rut21g, Wil83b, vW35, RH06b]. Massachusetts [VRWB12]. Masse [RH06a, Rut07g, RR13a]. Masses [OKR35a]. Material [JBS12]. Materials [Rut03c, FLR +89, SBEO86]. Materie [Rut24a, Rut24b]. Mathematical [Rut09i]. Matin [Ano19]. matrix [LRF86]. Matter [Ano08a, Ano32a, Fre79, Rut06k, RG08e, Rut22f, Rut22p, Rut23l, Rut23r, Rut23q, Rut26h, Rut38d, Rut38e, Tre75b, Whe04, FR33, Rut06l, Rut11i, Rut15m, Rut15n, Rut20b, Rut20c, Rut20d, Rut21a, Rut21b, Rut21c, Rut22e, Rut23s, Rut24a, Rut24b, Rut25b, Rut25i, Rut28d, Rut28e, Rut28f, Rut30g, Rut34e, Rut12, Wyb72, Rut13c, Rut13d].

N [Aro65b, Opp64, Pia24, Rön58, WZS+91, Mon66, RR95, WVH+99]. nach [Sod02]. Nachweis [HS39]. NaCl [MKM+07, HKM+09, Rei79]. Nagaoka [Bad67, Bad85b, Hei67]. name [VPW14]. naming [Stu86a]. Nanocluster [Par96]. Nanocomposites [LFA+04]. Nanoparticle [WMT01, LHNG14]. Nanoscale [LHB+09]. nanosized [DMV+96, FGM+00]. narrow [MBS+04]. nas [dAMxx]. Nations [Ano37l]. native [Win94]. Natur [RS02b, RS02a, Rut08c, Rut08d, RG09a, Sod02]. Natural [Rut24k, RW25, FH60, Leo05, Rut24m, Rez25]. Nature [dCAH64, Aro65b, Opp64, Rut04f, Rut08a, RG08d, Rut08f, RR08c, RR09c, RR09a, RR09d, dCENdCA64, Rec08, RS02b, RS02f, RS02c, RS02a, RS02g, RG08b, Rut08c, Rut08d, RG09a, RR09b, RC24c, Sod02, Wen53, RR09a]. Naturwissenschaft [FH60]. naucnye [Rez71, Rez72]. Nb [KKK+99]. Neale [Stu79b]. Near [MKM+07, Kae36, KBvB+05, GHCA91, RR95]. Near-Surface [MKM+07, KBvB+05, GHCA91]. Needs [Rut19c]. neglected [EMR07]. nella [Seg76]. Nelson [dCA37, Ano36a, Ano46a, Ano64, Ano66e, Ano66b, Aro65a, Aro66, Bad04b, Boh37, Bra37, Bur64, Cha37, Ccc63, Eva39a, Eva39b, Eve37, Har38, M.39, Seg66, Smi37, Sod37, Tho37a, Tho37b, dB32, Badxx, Bru64, Cha65, Cha14a, Cha14b, Cha14c, Cra71, Da50, Foc37, Gel38a, Har38, Jar08, Mil38, Mol63, RC62, Seg80c, Seg62, Seg64].
neodymium [KG91]. neon [BVI88]. neon- [BVI88]. Neuere [Hou30], neuesten [Rut09d]. Neutral [KKGW85, Gro89, HFD$^+$99]. neutrals [vBD89]. neutrino [Nav06]. Neutron [Cha32a, Cha32b, Cha33, GLR06, Pol91, Rog13, Rut35e, Bad83, Bro97, Bur13a, Bur13b, Bur15, HS39, LSN$^+$09, LxW99]. Neutron-Induced [GLR06]. neutron-irradiated [LxW99]. neutron-rich [LSN$^+$09]. Neutonen [HS39]. Neutrons [Elf14, GLR06, HS89]. Neutrals [vBD89]. neutrino [Nav06]. Neutron [Cha32a, Cha32b, Cha33, GLR06, Pol91, Rog13, Rut35e, Bad83, Bro97, Bur13a, Bur13b, Bur15, HS39, LSN$^+$09, LxW99]. Neutron-Induced [GLR06]. neutron-irradiated [LxW99]. neutron-rich [LSN$^+$09]. Neutrons [Elf14, GLR06, HS89]. Neutral [KKGW85, Gro89, HFD$^+$99]. Newer [Bad66, Dav37, Rut37a, Rut14]. Neutron [Cha32a, Cha32b, Cha33, GLR06, Pol91, Rog13, Rut35e, Bad83, Bro97, Bur13a, Bur13b, Bur15, HS39, LSN$^+$09, LxW99]. Neutron-Induced [GLR06]. neutron-irradiated [LxW99]. neutron-rich [LSN$^+$09]. Neutral [KKGW85, Gro89, HFD$^+$99]. Newer [Bad66, Dav37, Rut37a, Rut14]. Newton [Tho08a, Ano38b, Ano09a, Tho37a, Tho37b, Tho14]. Neutronb [Fea72]. Ni [AAPN06, SHAI09, Wuy91]. Ni/Au/Te [Wuy91]. Ni/Si [AAPN06]. Nickel [Cha32a, Cha32b, Cha33, GLR06, Pol91, Rog13, Rut35e, Bad83, Bro97, Bur13a, Bur13b, Bur15, HS39, LSN$^+$09, LxW99]. Neutron-Induced [GLR06]. neutron-irradiated [LxW99]. neutron-rich [LSN$^+$09]. Nickel [CHA13, Bro73b, FK85, Kle10, Moo66, Rub97]. Nineteenth [Tho65]. Nineteenth-Century [Tho65]. nineteen [HJS70]. niobium [Rot74]. nitride [Bur86, Hwa82, Hwa83, Vas90, Wan06]. Nitrogen [Ano22, Rut19h, RRKH94, Rut10a, Whi82, Rut19g]. ntiveis [dAMxx]. No [Ano23b, Ano09c]. Nobel [Adl03, Ano37i, How58, Jar08, Lau37, Adl12, Ano09b, Ano09a, Ano99a, Ano99a, Ano16, CSW96, Far53, Far63c, Tho08a, Tho08b]. Nobelpräisträger [Tho08a]. Nomenclature [Rut10e, Rut13i, RG11]. Non-Rutherford [RRKH94, BP93, LMC97]. Non-Rutherford [RRKH94, BP93, LMC97]. Non-Rutherford [RRKH94, BP93, LMC97]. Non-Rutherford [RRKH94, BP93, LMC97]. Non-Rutherford [Rut25a, Rut25g, Rut26f, Rut27f, Rac25, Rac30b, Rac30c, Rac30d, Rac30e, Rac33i, Rac34g, ZB74]. Non-Rutherford [Rut25a, Rut25g, Rut26f, Rac25, Rac30b, Rac30c, Rac30d, Rac30e, Rac33i, Rac34g, ZB74]. Non-Rutherford [Rut25a, Rut25g, Rut26f, Rac25, Rac30b, Rac30c, Rac30d, Rac30e, Rac33i, Rac34g, ZB74]. Non-Rutherford [Rut25a, Rut25g, Rut26f, Rac25, Rac30b, Rac30c, Rac30d, Rac30e, Rac33i, Rac34g, ZB74]. Nuclei [Ano06, Kow32, Kra12, Stu86b, Cat12, Gam28, Hei34, Hou30, LSN$^+$09, Pae15a, Rac90, RCR92, Ree15a, Rut21d, RA45, SHAI09, Shi72, STB$^+$01, Sie11, Stu83, Wh2, Wen53, Whi82, ZWJ$^+$02, vW35, Rez21, Stu79a]. nucleation [FGM$^+$00]. Nuclei [BB36, Gam29a, Rut25a, Rut25g, Rut26f, Rut27f, Rac$^+$29, RCE$^+$32, Rut70, CK33, CCJ$^+$34, MDJF83, Rez28, Rut25f, RC25, Rut30b, Rut30c, Rut30d, Rut30e, Rut33i, Rut34g, ZB74]. nucleosynthesis [Cot10]. Nucleus [Ano06, Kow53, Kra12, Stu86b, Cat12, Gam28, Hei34, Hou30, LSN$^+$09, Pae15a, Rez29, Rez32, Rut24d]. Nuklearnoe [Rez21]. Number [Dar56b, Mar61, Mos12a, MR14, RG08a, RG08e, Dar56a, GF10, Lee98, Stu00]. Numbering [Jaf71, Jaf72, Sar27]. numeration [RG08c].
[dCA37, Ano36a, Ano37h, Ano46a, Ano66b, Boh26, Boh37, Bra37, Cha37, Cro35, Eva39a, Eva39b, Eve37, Rut28a, Rut28g, Rut29j, Rut29k, Rut30a, Rut30h, Rut31a, Rut31e, Smi37, Sod37, Tho37a, Tho37b, dB32]. O.M. [Eve39, Eve13, Swa40]. Oakes [Wel90].

obey [MDJF83, ZB74]. Obituary [dCA37, Ano38c, Boh37, Bra37, Bur38, Cha37, Eve37, M.39, Rut28b, Rut34f, Rut35j, Smi37, Sod37, Tho37a, Tho37b, Lab38, Lai37, Mar38, Mil38, Tho70].

oblique [Wan96]. obras [dAMxx]. Observation [NOSK08, NOH+09, OHN+09, NFM+07]. observed [CFM012, OHR34a, OHR34b, RC24c]. Obtained [Ano06, LFA+04, SLA+00]. October [CCJ+34, Stu79b, Wel90]. octobre [CCJ+34]. Ogni [Sno68]. ohmic [Wuy91]. Old [Kae36, NL00, Rut35c, Ano09c]. Oliphant [Bat72, Sei86, Tre73]. Once [Ano32b, Tre75d]. One [Ell60, Lew02]. Only [Ano32b]. Omes [Pia24]. Onward [Ano32a]. Opening [Rut09e, RCE+32, RSA+34b, RSA+34a, Rut34g]. Operation [Ano37i, Lau37, Ano37c]. Oppenheimer [Sch58]. opportunity [EMR07].


P [Ano66a, Kap66b, Mon66, Pia24, Tre76a, Whe04, MCJK90, SSWB80a, Sad81]. p-phenylenevinylene [MCJK90]. P [Lov76, Rad13]. P.R.S [Boh26]. Packaging [KT84]. Paid [Ano37i, Lau37]. Palladium [PNFO88]. Palladium-tin [PNFO88]. Pantheon [Dys05]. paper [Rut12c]. Papers [Ano33c, Ano64, Aro65a, Ar66a, Bur64, Cha14a, Cha14b, Cha14c, Coc63, RC62, Seg62, Seg64, Seg66, Stu97b, Ano66e, Cha65, Rez71, Rez72, Rön58, RC63, RC65, Sch58, Whe04, Kap74]. parallel [Dow08]. Paramount [Kae39]. Paris [Ano48, Oli47, Ano19]. Part [Mos13c, Ano16, RS02j, RS02i, RS02k, RS02l, Coh89, Coh91, Coh92, Mor84, Mos14b, RS02b, RS02f, RS02a, RS02g, Rut04g, Rut04h, Rut20b, Rut20c, Rut20d, Rut21a, Rut21b, Rut21c, Rut22, Rut22k, Rut22l, Rut22m, Rut22n, Rut22o, Rut26b, Rut26c, Rut26d, Rut26e, Rut26f, Rut26j, Rut26k, Rut26l, Rut27a, Rut27b, Rut27c, Rut27d, Rut28d, Rut28g, Rut29j, Rut29k, Rut30a, Rut30h, Rut31a, Rut31e, Smi37, Sod37, Tho37a, Tho37b, dB32].
Partial \[Rus51\]. \textbf{Particle} \[Ano08a, Ano32a, Fea77, Mal71, Ano00a, RG08d, RR08e, RR09b, RR09d, Rut23n, Rut23o, Rut24j, Rut66a, Fea79, NM12, Rut06l, RG09a, RR09c, Rut23m, vdB07\]. \textbf{Particles} \[Mar61, Mos12a, Nia98, OH64, Rut06k, Rut06l, RR09c, Rut23m, Rut24l, vdB07\]. \textbf{Particulate} \[TGP11\]. \textbf{Particules} \[RH06a, Rut07h, RG08b, RG08c, RR09a\]. \textbf{Partnership} \[Coh97\]. \textbf{Passage} \[TR96\]. \textbf{Passing} \[Rut06k, Rut06l\]. \textbf{Past} \[vG95\]. \textbf{Path} \[Fow83\]. \textbf{Patrick} \[Lov75\]. \textbf{Paul} \[Kle10\]. \textbf{Pauli} \[Sch58\]. \textbf{Pauling} \[Gri09\]. \textbf{Pay} \[Ano37j\]. \textbf{Payot} \[Mon66\]. \textbf{Pb} \[Cat93, ERM95\]. \textbf{PBFA} \[KLL+90, LSK+88\]. \textbf{PBFA-II} \[KLL+90, LSK+88\]. \textbf{Pd} \[vdK89\]. \textbf{Peace} \[Ano16\]. \textbf{Peak} \[Wie78\]. \textbf{Au} \[Wuy91\]. \textbf{CdS} \[GC00\]. \textbf{channeling} \[LxW99, LCL+04, Phi83, TJRS03, WVH+99, WYV+99, WCZ+02\]. \textbf{Co} \[SCP+91\]. \textbf{Cr} \[SCP+91\]. \textbf{Fe} \[KSKF93\]. \textbf{GaAs} \[Eld85, TF89\]. \textbf{GaN} \[PPA+02\]. \textbf{Ni} \[SCP+91\]. \textbf{NiB} \[SCP+91\]. \textbf{nitride} \[ATS86\]. \textbf{Pd} \[SCP+91\]. \textbf{Pt} \[SCP+91\]. \textbf{Si} \[NJS+03, AAPN06, Gro89\]. \textbf{Te} \[Wuy91\]. \textbf{Ti} \[SCP+91\]. \textbf{TiCN} \[PMCF+06\]. \textbf{TiN} \[PMCF+06, SCP+91\]. \textbf{TiNy} \[Gro89\]. \textbf{TiSiy} \[Kot91\]. \textbf{TiSiz} \[Gro89\]. \textbf{Penetrating} \[GRR+31, Rut02b, RC03, RdCENdCA14b, Rut29h, Rut02c, Rut14g, Rut17\]. \textbf{People} \[Ano02\]. \textbf{Perihelion} \[Far87\]. \textbf{Period} \[Hol30, Coc46\]. \textbf{Periodic} \[Rut34o, Kra13, vdB07, vdB13\]. \textbf{Periodische} \[vdB07, vdB13\]. \textbf{Perry} \[EMR07, Tip13\]. \textbf{Personaggi} \[Seg76\]. \textbf{Personal} \[Ano02, Ano04a, Ano08c, Cha64, Dai50, Kay63, Oli72b, Coc46\]. \textbf{Personalities} \[Seg76, Ano04\]. \textbf{Perspective} \[RN04, Seg85\]. \textbf{ Perturbations} \[HZ15\]. \textbf{Perturbed} \[Agn96\]. \textbf{Petite} \[Mon66\]. \textbf{Petr} \[Rub97\]. \textbf{Phase} \[Mar72, Yue92, AAPN06, CMCO12, DJBW83, Lu87\]. \textbf{PhD} \[Ano99\]. \textbf{Phenylenevinylene} \[MCJK90\]. \textbf{Philosophical} \[Ble57\]. \textbf{Philosophy} \[RN04, Mor75\]. \textbf{phosphorus} \[HHAMS93\]. \textbf{ photo} \[CBZ+12\]. \textbf{photo-induced} \[CBZ+12\]. \textbf{photovoltaic} \[CBZ+12\]. \textbf{photodissolution} \[REJ86\]. \textbf{Photoelectron} \[And90, Bra98, Bur86, CSN+00, Sin93, Vas90, Win94\]. \textbf{Photographic} \[GR12\]. \textbf{Photonic} \[SC13\]. \textbf{photoresist} \[RKLL+88, vIS89\]. \textbf{Phys} \[Hwa83\]. \textbf{Physical} \[Cat93, Har07, Har60, Hei71, Rut09i, Rut13e, Tre79, Ano12b, RCO+54\]. \textbf{Physicist} \[Ano07, Ano37i, Ano37j, RC04, RCRC05, Bad04b, Badxx, Ged16, Hei74, Lau37\]. \textbf{Physicists} \[Bar71, Pod10a, Bad05, Bre97, Cam79, Cli65, Cli87, Cro01, Seg80a, dR85\]. \textbf{Physics} \[AK11, Ang00, Ano20a, Anoxxa, BB36, Boh63, BS79, Bur82, Cro74a, Dea03, DMPA08, Eve06, Far16, Fea62b, Hei79b, Hon03, Hug12, Kac39, Mas72, Rut28e, Rut28f, Rut29b, Rut29c, Rut29d, Rut29e, Rut30b, Rut30c, Rut30d, Rut30e, Rut35f, Rut35g, Rut35h, Rut35i\].
Products [MF11, Rut05i, RP07, Rut04n, Rut04j, Rut05o, RR13b, Rut05g].

Produits [Rut05g].

Prof [Mos13b].

Prof [Ano06, Ano08a, Rut04c, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano05g, Ano09a, Gr09, Hab62, Rut29f, Sod02, Sod03].

Profile [Ano59, ATS86, Cle81, IYT+09, LRF86, ZCS+12].

profiles [MCJK90, PMCF+06, SLA+00, Win94].

profiling [BS88, MBS+04, NJS+03, PPA+02, vIFS89].

Project [Mar61, Ree15a].

Projectiles [Rut19a, Rut23a, Rut23b, Rut23c, Rut23d, Rut23e, Rut23f, Rut23g, Rut23h, Rut23i, Rut32a].

Projector [Eic72].

Proof [HS89].

Propagation [Hon03, Rut26g].

Properties [Eve05].

Proportions [RB05a, RB05b, RB06a, RB06b].

propriétés [CCJ+34].

Prospects [Ano23b].

Protection [Rut05h, Rut06a, Rut06b, Rut06c].

Pulmonary [HW92].

Protons [MMK8+80].

Protonated [HW92].

Pumpkin [Gus12].

Pure [Ano23b, Coo13].

Publications [Foc39, Sin81, Stu79b].

Published [Aro66, Kay63, Seg62, Seg64, Seg66].

Pulse [Wie78].

Pulsed [YHS97].

radioactive [MF11, Rut05i, RP07, Rut04n, Rut04j, Rut05o, RR13b, Rut05g].

Radio-Active [Rut04l, Rut05p, RG08a, Rut13i, MF11, Rut01c, Rut02b, Rut03c, Rut04c, Rut04c, Rut04k, Rut05h, Rut05b, Rut06a, RB06b, RG08a, Rut13f, Rut13j, Rut13i, RC19, Rut04, Rut07a, Sod04, Cat93, Rut00g, Rut00b, RS02i, vdB13].

Radio-Activity [Rut04l, Rut05p, RG08a, Rut13i, MF11, Rut01c, Rut02b, Rut05b, Rut06a, RB06b, Rut13f, Rut00g, Rut00b, RS02i].

Radio-Activity [Ano08a, Bar06, MG12, Sod04, Rut00c, Rut03c, Rut04c, Rut04k, Rut05h].
RC19, Rut04, Rut07a, RS02j. \textit{radio-frequency} [Cat93]. \textit{radioactifs}
[RB06a]. \textbf{Radioactive} [Ano37i, Bad68, CDE$^{+31}$a, CDE$^{+31}$b, CDE$^{+31}$c, Fre79, Hol30, Lan37, Poo52, Rut06b, Rut06e, Rut06f, RL07, Rut08a, RG08e, Rut08f, RR09d, Rut10c, Rut12g, Rut27f, RCE30, Rut35e, RCE51, Rut07b, Sch31, Tre71a, Tre76b, CR21, Mak08, Rut00e, Rut01b, RB02a, RG02a, RS02j, RS02k, RS02l, Rut06a, RG02b, RS02h, RS03a, Rut04a, Rut04i, Rut04b, Rut04b, Rut05b, Rut06a, Rut07h, Rut07j, RG08c, RG09b, RR09a, Rut11c, Rut12a, Rut12b, Rut12c, RR13a, RR14, Rut27f, Rut27h, Rut10b, Mec14, RS03b, Rut03g, Rut13b, Rut13g, Hub13, Mil13].
\textbf{Radioactiven} [Rut04a]. \textbf{radioactives}
[Rut06b, Rut07h, RG08c, RR09a, Rut12b, Rut12c]. \textbf{Radioactivité}
[Rut05c, Cur10]. \textbf{Radioactivity}
[Adl97, Ano00b, Ast70, Bad65, Bar05, CR21, GLR06, GLR12, GT95, Hug12, Kra12, Mon66, Roe95, Rom64, Rut00a, Rut01d, RA02b, RS02c, RS02h, RS03c, Rut03e, Rut05d, Rut07f, Rut08g, Rut11d, Rut22j, Rut22k, Rut22l, Rut22m, Rut22o, Rut22q, Rut22t, Rut22v, Rut35b, Rut35c, Rut36h, Rut37g, Sod03, Tre71b, Tre71a, Tre75c, vG95, Bad69, RS02a, RA02a, Rut02a, RS02j, RS02k, RS02l, Rut04d, RS02a, Rut02e, RS02g, Rut03h, RS03d, Rut03d, Rut04d, Rut05c, Rut04f, Rut06d, Rut09l, Rut24c, Rut32b, Rut86, Rut00f, Rut07a, Rut36f, Rut15, Fea70, Hei71, Oes70]. \textbf{Radioaktive}
[Rut13b, Rut00c, RL07, Rut13g]. \textbf{radioaktiven}
[RG02a, Rut02c, RG09b, Rut11e, RR13a]. \textbf{radioattivita}
[Bel82]. \textbf{Radiochemistry}
[AM95, Adl12, Bad79b, Kau86]. \textbf{Radiologie}
[Rut13b]. \textbf{radiology}
[Rut13b]. \textbf{radionuclide}
[ESWW82]. \textbf{radiothorium}
[tre83].
\textbf{Radium}
[Ano04c, Ano06, Ano09c, Ano22, Bol06, Can15, CDE$^{+31}$a, CDE$^{+31}$b, CDE$^{+31}$c, Mos12a, Mos12b, MM12, Mos13a, MR14, RB01, RR02b, Rut03a, RB03a, RB03b, Rut04e, Rut04f, Rut04g, Rut04h, Rut04o, Rut05a, Rut05d, Rut05l, RB05b, Rut05k, Rut05i, Rut06c, RB06b, Rut06g, Rut06h, RPC07, Rut07g, Rut07c, Rut07d, Rut07i, Rut07e, Rut08i, RR08b, Rut09a, RB09, RT09, Rut10e, Rut11g, RR12, RC12b, Rut12e, Rut13a, Rut14l, RdCENdCA14b, RdCENdCA14a, Rut15e, Rut19d, Rut21h, Rut24j, RW25, RWWW30, RWL31a, RLB33, Bol05, BR11a, BR11d, BR11b, BR11c, DMPA08, Eve05, Har05, RS02d, RS02e, Rut03b, RS03d, Rut03f, Rut04d, RB04b, Rut04n, Rut04j, RB04c, Rut05j, RB05c, RB05a, Rut05g]. \textbf{radium}
[Rut05h, Rut05m, Rut05o, Rut06i, RH06a, RB06a, Rut06m, Rut06i, Rut06j, Rut07b, RR07, RR08d, RR08a, Rut08b, Rut08h, RR08c, Rut09j, Rut11b, Rut11e, Rut11h, RC12a, Rut12d, RR13d, RR13f, RR13e, RR13c, Rut14g, Rut14f, RC24e, Sod08, Sod20, Sod22, Sod02, Sod04, Tod14, BR11a, BR11c, Rec16, Rut14j]. \textbf{Radium-Standards} [CDE$^{+31}$a, CDE$^{+31}$b, CDE$^{+31}$c]. \textbf{Radiumemmanation}
[Rut11h, RR12]. \textbf{Radiummengen} [Rut05j]. \textbf{Radiumnormalmasse}
Represented [Ano37j]. Reprint
[Ano36b]. reprints [KT88]. Required [RM00b, RM00a, RM01]. Research
[Ano38b, EC13, Rut11f, Rut27i, Rut30i, Ano23b, How58, RA45, Wel90,
Ano09a]. Researches [Sod02, Rut33d, Rut33e, Sod03]. resistance
[SCP+91, SDD+08]. Resisting [Kra11]. Resolution
[LHB+09, NOSK08, Bha82, CFMO12, DGC07, HNS+11, HGM+94, IYT+09,
NJS+03, NFB+07, OHN+09]. resolved [AAPN06]. resonance [FLP+89, Sin93]. resonant
[HZ15, MBS+04]. responsibility [Bad05]. Result [Ano22, Ano22]. resulting
[HS39]. Results [Ano12a, Ano60, Ano64, Aro65a, Aro66, Bad04a, Bat72, Bel82, Ble57, Bro86, Ccd00, Coo63, Coh40, Dys05,
Fca70, Gar81, Hay63, Hei71, Her01a, Hub01, Hub13, Ihd64, Lin40, Mos13b,
Oes70, Ole81, Pia24, Poo52, Raz63, Rec16, Sch31, Sec65, Seg62, Seg64, Seg66,
Sei86, Sin81, Ste78, Ssw40, Tre73, Tre75a, Tre75b, Tre76a, Tre77a, Tre85,
Tur01, Vuc86, Whe04, Ano33d, Opp64, Rut33j, HJS70]. Reviews
[dCAH64, Bir57, Rut00b, Rut00c, Rut00d, Ste05]. Revisited
[Stu00, AH13, Bre83, HBA77]. revolutionaries [Bru79]. Rey [Mon66].
Rezerford [Kap73]. Rh [OaHN29]. RI [Rut15i, Rut08g]. rich
[LSN+09, SHA109, KEJ87]. Richardson [Ano22]. ricorrenza [Car98].
Right [dCA37, Boh37, Bra37, Cha37, Eve37, Smi37, Sod37, Tho37a, Tho37b,
D33b, Ged16]. Rise [She83b, Tre71b]. rites [Ano37j]. Robert
[Ano12a, Sno67, Sno68, Rut33h]. Rock [Kae36]. role [PPA+02, PCK+08].
Romer [Mon66]. Röntgen
[Coo13, Rut97c, Rut97a, RM00b, RM00a, RM01, TR96]. Röntgenstrahlen
[RM00b]. room [DGC07]. Roots [Ano99]. Rotation [Moo78]. Rowland
[Ble57, Ano60]. Royal [Rut36h]. rozdenija [Kap73]. Rt
[Coh40, Ssw40, Eve39]. Rt. [Eve13]. Rückstreu [MMKS+80].
Rückstreu-Analysen [Moo78]. Runge [Agu96, BB80, Far87]. Russell
[Ano16]. Russia [Szy85]. Russian [Kap73, Rez21, Rez23, Rez24, Rez25,
Rez28, Rez29, Rez32, Rez38, Rez71, Rez72]. Rutherford
[dCA37, Ano12a, Ano36a, Ano37h, Ano38c, Ano46a, Ano60, Ano64, Ano66e,
Ano66b, Ano99b, Are05a, Are06a, Bad04a, Bad04b, Badxx, Bir57, Bir61,
Ble57, Boh26, Boh37, Bra37, Bro86, Brv79, Bur84, Bur38, Cha37,
Cha65, Cha14a, Cha14b, Cha14c, Coo63, Coh40, Cal71, Cro35, Dai50, Dav37,
Eva29a, Eva29b, Eve37, Eve39, Eve13, Foc37, Gar81, Gei38a, HM31, Har38,
Hay63, Hwa83, Jak79, Jar88, Kea14b, Lae96, Liid13, M.39, Mil13, Mil38,
Mol3, Mon06, Ole81, Pia24, Pol60, Poo52, Raz63, Ron58, Rut28g, Rut29j,
Rut29k, Rut30h, Rut31e, Sch31, Sch58, Seg62, Seg64, Seg66, Seg80c, Sii71,
Smi37, Sod37, Ssw8, Swa40, Szy85, Tho37a, Tho37b, Tre75b,
Tre76a, Vuc86, Whe04, dB14, dB32, dR92, ATS86, AAPN06, Agu96, AB09].
Rutherford [AK11, Ale46, All64, And90, dCA38, dCA58, dCAH64,
dCENdCA64, dCA68, Ano04b, Ano04c, Ano06, Ano07, Ano08a, Ano08d,
Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano08g, Ano09a, Ano19, Ano22, Ano33b, Ano36b, Ano37a, Ano37d, Ano37e, Ano37i, Ano38a, Ano46b, Ano48, Ano50, Ano66a, Ano66b, Ano66d, Ano66c, Ano71a, Ano71b, Ano72, Ano05, Ano06, Ano09a, Ano09c, Ano10, Ano16, Anoxxa, Anoxxb, Anoxxc, Anoxxd, App62, Aro65b, Ast70, Bad67, Bad68, Bad69, Bad71, Bad74, Bad75, Bad79a, Bad85a, Bad85b, Bad04b, Bad08, Bar85, BJW97, Bar83, BB80, BKP+06, Bau73a, Bau73b, BSS88, BCM13, Bha82, BP93, Bir62, Bir63, Bis90, Bla50, Bla59, Bla72, BBR80, Boa07]. **Rutherford**

[Boh61, Bou99, Bow14, Bra98, Bra61, Bra04, Bre00, Bre83, Bro73b, Bro62, BPSW91, BV88, BS79, Bur13a, Bur13b, Bur64, Bur83, BEL68, Bur18, Bur82, Bur86, CGL+94, Cam98, Cam99, Cam05, Cam14, Car98, Cat93, Cha54, CFM+92, CYM+93, CCR+93, CLZ99, Cla13, Cla06, Cle81, Coc65, Coh88, Coh91, Coh92, Coh95, Coh97, CSN+99, Con82, CCR85, CBZ+12, Cro74c, Cro74b, DBE+85, DJA+04, Dan66, Dar56b, DGC07, Dav71a, Dav71b, Dav37, Des03, Dee67, Dem03, Dev91, DMV+96, DHS97, DM96, DBvdV87, Dow08, DYF67, DY68, DJBW83, Ear66, Eic72, ESWW82, Eld85, Eli60, EFKS96, ESVD+84, EMV90, EC83, Eve39, Eve13, Far63a, Far87, Fea40, Fea62a, Fea62b, Fea72, Fea73a, Fea73b, Fea77, FLK92, FGM+90, Flo70, Foc39, Fow72, Fow83, Fre12]. **Rutherford**

[FLP+89, FTT96, FIV+99, Full13, GHCA91, GW73, Gar62, Gei80, Geo83, GR90, Goo10, Gra52, Gco00, Gre07, Gri09, Gro89, Gu98, GRS+91, HM31, Hah62, Hah67a, HV84, HRM79, HHAMS93, HFD+99, HKH96, HNS+11, Han82, Hei68, Hei79b, Hei81, Hei03, Hei67, Her84, Her77, MKM+07, HKM+09, Hes00, How58, HW92, HZ15, HBA77, Hub13, Hug08, Hug12, HGM+94, Hwa82, IYT+09, IFSI94, Ish83, IOI+11, Jac72, Jen11, JBS12, Kaec9, Kap73, Kap66a, Kap66b, KB93, Kat12, Kay63, KLL+90, KKK+99, KOH94, KBV+05, KSF93, KIS+99, KY11, Kot91, KG91, Kra12, Kru75, KKGW85, KS76, LHH+90, Lab38, Lai37, HLN91, Lau37, LRF86, LGA+06, Lee98, LSK+88, LSN+09, LLDM91, Lew72, Lio80, LGF+99, LEM65, LM97, LxW99, Liv62, Loh88, Low79, Lu87, LCL+04, Lid13, MDJF+83]. **Rutherford**

[Mac11, MD69, MB90, Man82, Man76, Man77, Mar61, Mar72, Mar38, Mar54, MM03, MCJK90, Mas72, Mg84, MrK62, Mec14, MSB+37, MB+04, MMKS+80, Maw74, Maw78, Mor75, Mot63, Mot72, Mur13, NJS+03, NF+07, NOSK08, NOH+10, NMSK13, NLO0, Nor79, NBS+94, O'S71, O'S72, Oeh86, OHN+09, OaHN08, Oli47, Oli72a, Oli72b, Oli84, Oli85a, Opp64, OH+94, Pae15b, Par96, PAF+98, Pe88, Pe87a, PPA+02, PB83, Phi83, PNFO88, Pod10b, Pli60, PMCF+06, PCK+08, Rad13, RKKH94, RR+95, Ram75, RMM+13, RCRC04, RFF+01, RSD9+89, Rei08, Rei79, LFA+04, Rei71, REJ86, Reu81, RSWE27, Ril70, Rit92, RCO+54, Rom97, Rot74, Row55, Row57, Rus37, Rus51, Rut26a, Rut27k, Rut29f, SSB80b, SSB80a, Sad81, Sar79, SER+01, See65, Seg80b, Sei86, SHAI09, SC13, SBE80]. **Rutherford**

[Sha87b, SN05, SWZ+95, Sha37, She83a, SCP+91, Shi72, Shi82, STB+01,
Sie11, Sim82, Sin93, Sku89, SLA⁺00, SDD⁺08, Sme97b, Sme97a, Sno58, Sno67, Sno68, Sod02, Sod03, Sta61, SN67, SHCK96, Stu79b, Stu85, Stu86b, Stu00, SML91, Sut01, SPL⁺08, Sme97b, Stu79a, Stu80, SDD⁺08, Sood97, TFO89, Ter89, Ter67, TMM⁺99, Tho80a, Tho80b, Tho84, TGP11, Tho65, Thy70, Tiz46, Tod14, TGD99, TJS03, Tre71a, TGM74, Tre74a, Tre74b, Tre75d, Tre76b, Tre77b, Tre83, VPW14, Vas90, Vil05, VV09, WCGC86, WZS⁺91, Wan96, WV07, Wer23, WMT01, Whi82, Wic65, Wie78, Wif74, Wil83a, WVC76, Win94, WM88, WVD⁺96, WVD⁺99, WYV⁺99, WCZ⁺02, Wuy91, Wuy91, YHS97, Yuh92, ZWJ⁺02, ZCS⁺12, ZB74, Zim69a, Zim69b, del79, vBD89, vBBG90, vBBG92.

Rutherford [vIS89, vdK89, Bel82, Hug08, Kay63]. Rutherford-scattering [DBvdV87, SML91]. Rutherford. [Lin40]. Rutherfordium [Cam97]. Rutherfords [Tre74b].

S [Ano32b, Coh40, Lin40, Lov76, Rut05, Swa40, RRKH94, LFA⁺04].

Sallhofer [Lak96]. samples [LGF⁺99]. Samuel [Sud98]. Sanctuary [Rut34k, Rut34n]. Santilli [Bur13a, Bur13b, Bur15]. Satellite [Sud98b].

scale [Gro89]. scanning [FIY⁺99, Ish83, KY11, LHH14]. Scattering [Bau73a, BELG68, Dav71a, Dav71b, DYF67, Ear66, Ear66, Gor55, LEM65, MD69, Mar61, Mar72, Rut11j, Sta61, TGM74, WMT01, Wic65, Wil74, Agu96, AB09, Bab71, Bar83, BB80, BCM13, BBR80, DM96, DBvdV87, Dy68, FLK92, GW73, HFD⁺99, Hei68, Kru75, LGF⁺99, Man77, Pae15b, RR95, RFF⁺01, Rit92, Rut11i, RC27, Rut12, SC13, SML91, TFO89, TMM⁺99, YTH97, vBD99, vBBG90, vBBG92, RN13, RC25]. Scholars [Rut34a]. Scholastic [Ano66].

Se [Bha82]. Se-implanted [Bha82]. Search [Cha64, Cho01, Gea14a, Rut37d, Tre71a, Eid48, Lew02]. sechs [Sod02]. sechzigsten [HM31]. Second [Ano23b, HBA77, Jar08]. second- [HBA77]. Secondary [Reu81, BPSW91, Cle81, CSN⁺00, Gro89, NMSK13, Wil83b].
Secret [Ree16, Can15, Ano32c]. Secrets [Ano32a, Wen53]. section
[Bab71, Far87, LMC97, Wil83b, ZB74, Rut09i, Rut09c]. sections
[RRKH94, ST76]. Seeing [Dys05, Ree06, Ble99]. Seen [Ano32b]. Sees
[Ano23b], segregation [SHA109]. Sehr [Rut02c]. Selected
[Sch58, Rez71, Rez72]. Self [Gar81, Stu78, FTT96, Tre77b]. self-ion
[FTT96]. Self-Splitting [Gar81, Stu78, Tre77b]. Sense [Dys05]. Sensitivity
[EMVK90, HNS+11]. Sep [Rut05c]. separation [ESWW82]. September
[Bir61, Fle57, Rut12a, VRWB12]. septième [CCJ+34]. Settler [Dea03].
Seventh [CCJ+34]. several [HKH96]. shallow [CFMO12]. Shaped
[Kae39, Mac11]. Shattering [Kae36]. Shea [Sin81, Stu79b, Whe80]. Shed
[NL00]. sheet [SCP+91, SDD+08]. shift [Far87]. Shifting [TGMR74].
Shifts [Mar72]. Shines [Bah00]. shook [Gam85]. Short [Gen95, MF11]. Si
[YKH+84, CFMO12, DGC07, FTT96, KBvB+05, KEJ87, Lu87, LCL+04,
NFM+07, SSWB80a, Sad81, TJRS03, WZS+91, WCZ+02, Yuh92, ZWJ+02,
vLS89, vdB89]. Si-depth [vLS89]. Si-Rich [KEJ87]. sic
[Ano09a, BKP+06, KIS+89, SPL+08, ZWJ+02]. SiD [YKH+84]. Sidey
[Ano36a, Ano46a]. Sidgwick [Rut37a, Rut14]. Sigma [RSWE27]. signal
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